5 biggest Mistakes w/

Facebook Ads
1. Mixing Up Cold &
Warm Audiences
Cold audiences are audiences who have never heard
of you. Warm audiences are audiences that are
aware of you and might even love you. The problem
with Mixing the two audiences is that for most people
the audiences vary greatly in size and the algorithm
might prefer larger audiences even though they're
less engaged.

2.Using"You","Your" or "You're"
early in the headline or copy
The Facebook ad policy has a section called "Personal
Attributes" that speaks to this but when you have the
wording "you/your etc" in the copy make sure it's not
describing the audience too directly or it may lead to your
ad getting rejected and even your ad account getting
banned or disabled in some cases.

3. Using only 1
Audience when
testing
When you only use 1 audience when testing the algorithm doesn't have
enough flexibility to switch to a better performing audience if another exists.
In some cases you could have the perfect copy and creative but have the
wrong idea of who your perfect audience is.

4. Using 50+ Audiences
when testing
Although it's good to test multiple audiences at once
it's also not a good idea to test too many audiences
all at once. Especially if you have a low budget. This
will likely lead to a lot of ad spending but not enough
data per ad set to make good decisions.

5. Not Using Pixel on Your site
Facebook Pixel is one of the most effective tools for running your
Facebook ads. It allows you to capture data on most of the people
visiting your site. Without the pixel and the data, it provides your ad
cmapaigns may be much less effective and efficient,

For more tips or help with your Facebook ads contact
us at darrell@carte-blanche-media.com or schedule a
time with our founder at:
https://calendly.com/darrellrwhite/30min

